C Pathe’s Partitioning Systems provide a modular solution to provide your customers, patrons, and associates separation and a sense of safety while maintaining your current seating density. Removable clear acrylic sneeze guards slow the spread of airborne contaminants and provide a clear and open line of sight throughout the space. The popular Bar Topper allows you to separate groups at your bar without creating walls that inhibit customer service. Keep your bar open, inviting, and profitable with Bar Topper screens that adapt easily to your active bar service.

**FEATURES:**
- Partitions slow the spread of airborne contaminants
- Extended design provides side to side separation.
- Non-porous surfaces are easily sanitized with common cleaning agents.
- Solid Surface base provides durability, cleanliness, and long-lasting beauty with no open edges.
- Acrylic inserts allow line of sight for service.
- Modular design can be adapted for use in any space and relocate with ease.
- Non-slip rubber pads prevent damage to finished counters and bar tops.

**BT48 Screen**

**Custom Sizing is Available**